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Where are we with Hyperledger?

- As of the end of January, the project has seen 3,821 commits made by 119 contributors representing 222,865 lines of code
- Distributed ledger projects: Fabric, Sawtooth, and Iroha
- UI/admin projects: Chaintool, Explorer and Cello
- Developer-focused meetups in 38 cities, with 8900 meetup followers
Hyperledger Project Meetups

We are 8,955 members across 38 Meetups

The Hyperledger Project is a collaborative effort created to advance blockchain technology by identifying and addressing important features for a cross-industry open standard for distributed ledgers that can transform the way business transactions are conducted globally.

http://www.hyperledger.org

Want to start your own Hyperledger Project Meetup? Learn More
Umbrella strategy means: we want more!

- Working on R3’s Corda and Sovrin’s Plenum
- Other areas of interest:
  - additional smart contract languages
  - confidentiality
  - layer-2 protocols
Objectives this year:

- Getting each project to a 1.0 release
- Getting each project to a true multistakeholder community
- Explaining the diversity of projects to new users
- Outreach: developer conferences, hackathons, meetups
- See more pilots, celebrate them, incorporate lessons from them
Sponsoring members:

- Now up to 118: 25% in CN, 10% other APAC, 15% in Europe – truly global effort
- Most recently AmEx, Kaiser Permanente
- Upcoming: two national banks and a major auto maker
- But also really proud of startups, like IntellectEU
- China: Huawei to Wanda to Energy Blockchain Labs
Other growing efforts for 2017:

- China Technical Working Group
- Health Care Working Group
- Job openings!
  - Security Maven
  - Community Architect (x2)